A significant part of the problem of classifying representations of groups is discovering which representations are unitarizable, i.e. in which cases do the vector spaces of the representation admit an invariant Hubert space structure. In large measure, the difficulty here is finding an appropriate realization of the abstract space of the representation as a concrete space of functions, forms, cohomology classes, etc. One class of representations where the unitary structure (if it exists) is not well understood is given by considering the natural action of groups on holomorphic, homogeneous line bundles over pseudo-hermitian symmetric spaces, and then the induced action on cohomology with coefficients in the sheaf of holomorphic sections of these line bundles.
include the spaces SP(2m, R)/U(p, q) 9 and we therefore believe that analogous theorems will be true in these cases also.
In each of the examples considered below, the cohomology behaves as if the symmetric space were a product of a compact, positive definite space, and an open, negative definite space. The cohomology in question will live in the dimension of the maximal compact "factor". For the case SU(p, q)/S(U(k) x U(p-k, q)) 9 the compact "factor" is SU(p)/S(U(k) x U(p -k)) and hence the dimension will be k(p-k).
Let C p ' q denote the complex vector space C p ® C* with the indefinite hermit-
may be identified with {fc-dirn subspaces, W C C p,q 9 so that the restriction of the inner product to W is positive definite}. Let E* be the line bundle over M k^p _ k^q whose fiber over a fc-plane, W, is the one-dimensional space WA* • » A W. Sections k of the /th power of the dual, E l 9 of E* may then be identified with functions, ƒ, on E* so that ƒ is a holomorphic function, homogeneous of degree /, on
On the other hand, forms a, onM k^p _ k^q can be pulled back to forms, a on E*/0 9 where, if X is any vectorfield along the fibers of E*, X J a = IJà = 0, Since the fiber is connected, the space of forms on M k , k s may be identified with forms on E*/Q with this property. Therefore, forms on the base with values in E l may be identified with forms, a, on E*/0 of the form, a = S fft i9 where f t are holomorphic, homogeneous of degree /, along the fibers and IJa^IJ da f = 0. If T 0 is the (1, 0) vectorfield generating the action of C* on E* 9 we can state the above conditions as T 0 J a = T 0 J da = 0 and r 0 J da = la. 
TJda^kla.
OH)
The "k" arises from the fact that the push forward of T is kT 0 and not T 0 .
To get cohomology classes in /P(M Ar(p _ Ar) q , 0(E 1 )), we need only to find 3-closed (0, s)-forms on V\ satisfying the above conditions. Consider the Hubert space E = {ƒ: V k -> C| ƒ is holomorphic in the coordinates û and w and \\f\\g = ƒ I ƒ I 2 exp(-tx( f uu + f ww))dii < <*>} where dfx is Euclidean measure normalized so that ||1||| = 1. Then, both w(l) C C*_and SU(k) C Sl(k, C) act unitarily on this space, and the actions commute. Let E Q kJ be the sub-Hilbert space of E defined by
A basis for this (infinite-dimensional) space may be found quite easily from classical invariant theory.
For fGE Q kl , define the function
Then it can be shown [3] , using the reproducing kernel for E, that (1) ƒ is an analytic function defined on all of V%, For fGE okli the form <*(ƒ) = /^ is a 3-closed form on V% satisfying conditions (I) and (II) and T J d(a(ƒ)) = £(-/? -t)a(f). Thus ƒ -* a( ƒ) maps E Q kl to THEOREM [3] . The map a: ƒ -> [<*(ƒ)] zs infective. Moreover, the image of a is an SU(p, q)4nvariant subspace and the Hubert space structure it inherits from E 0 kl is also SU(p, q)4nvariant.
The proof of injectivity follows from a formula which calculates the norm of ƒ directly in terms of the form a(f) and noting that if a(f) were exact, the norm would vanish. However, this calculation relies heavily on the form of a(/), i.e. frj 9 and it is not clear from the calculation that it is independent of the choice of representative for a cohomology class, or invariant under SU(p, q).
The SU(p, #)-invariance of both the subspace and the inner product involves showing that for any g G SU(p, q), there is a unitary map Bg (essentially the metaplectic action) from
. This is completed in two stages. First it is shown that a Bg exists so that the difference [ct(Bgf)] -g"[a(/)] vanish on "enough" compact submanifolds of M k ç p _ k^q , and then proceed by a spectral sequence argument [4] to show that the difference must vanish globally. Since Bg is a unitary map, this completes the proof.
We note that under the metaplectic representation of SU(p, q), E okl is irreducible, which follows from Howe's theory [5] of dual pairs (in this case (U(k) 9 U(p, q)) in Sp(2k(p + q\ R) ).
